Product Brochure

Welcome to the future of trawling

LIVE Camera • DeepWater Camera • Colour Camera • LED Light Unit
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The TrawlCamera product group has been developed to fulfil both specific and general customer needs. To put it
simply, the products offer an insight into the subsea activities around or inside the trawl, an insight which can save the

Read more...

user both time and money, as well as disclose valuable information about the trawl itself, the catch, or the lack thereof.

Why TrawlCamera? Our cameras extend beyond the limitations of the sensors normally used in trawling. They offer
proof of the subsea trawl activities, rather than indications and speculations. They give a solid foundation for real-time
decision-making with the LIVE

Camera, and for troubleshooting with the DeepWater Camera.

To fulfil the needs of those conducting research we have developed the Colour

Camera. Footage is recorded in

colour, allowing for a more detailed view of the subsea surroundings, the sea bed and the different species frequenting
the trawl.

Subsea recordings require light. Therefore, we have chosen to develop a long-lasting, high quality, LED light and LED
Light Unit; the light is integrated into the cameras, and the LED Light Unit offered as an additional product.
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We believe wholeheartedly that we make the greatest trawl cameras in the world. Our products are more than just
assembled technical components. They are the result of our goal to find the perfect solution for our customers, after

The Company behind the products				14

spending over a decade on development, testing and re-testing.

Their quality reflects the natural harsh environment in which we operate and test our products: the Faroe Islands.
Robust, long-lasting, yet neat and producing images pleasing to the eye.

Welcome to our TrawlCamera brochure.

Welcome to the future of trawling.

The TrawlCamera product group trifecta
JT electric, the customer-oriented developer and producer
The Faroe Islands, the natural environment in which we test our products
The high-end products, tested & re-tested for over a decade
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LIVE Camera

—for real-time decision-making

The LIVE Camera, as the name indicates, transmits footage from the trawl, live and wirelessly, to a computer on the
bridge. The transmission is received via two modem receivers attached to the hull of the ship, one on each side. The
product enables real-time observation and facilitates real-time decision-making. The user has a live link to the actions
in or around the trawl and can, for example, see if the desired catch is in the trawl, in the desired quantities. Several
hours can be saved on a hauling cycle, saving fuel and making the trawl ready for the next cycle sooner.

Attach to trawl
View live, wireless transmission!

The LIVE camera provides the user with a set of subsea eyes and brings the seabed to the bridge—a necessity in
modern day trawling. It is designed to be a firm fixture on the trawl, and is only detached for recharging, maintenance
or to be placed on another position of the trawl. The battery recharge time is eight hours at the most.

The LIVE Camera includes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light sensitive camera with integrated LED light
Ship modems
Trawl modem
Docking station
User-friendly software
Manual

*

Product warranty and specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Warranty: 1 year
Dimensions: Diameter (Ø) 35 cm
Black-white transmission
Buoyancy: 1 kg positive
Weight in air: 20 kg
Lithium battery
Casing material: Polyurethane, stainless steel and hard, anodised aluminium
Depth rating: 1,000 m

* Adjustable settings during transmission:
crop/zoom, resolution, luminosity

Usage time: 24 hours
Recharge time max 8 hours
Depth rating: 1,000 m
Operating range: 1,000 m
Adjustable camera settings during transmission
Frequency band: 42-65 kHz
Transducer beam pattern: Wide-angle circular (100°)
Transfer speed: 1 frame per minute
Host interface: Ethernet
Mail and phone support
User-friendly

The LIVE Camera as a natural part of the daily day on the bridge

Modem on each side of the hull
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Screenshots of live transmissions
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Delivered in custom made storage and transport case

DeepWater Camera

—for troubleshooting

The DeepWater Camera is a recording device, recording 16 to 48 hours of footage consecutively. The footage can
be viewed once the haul is over and the camera is connected to a computer. The product enables observation and
troubleshooting as often as between each haul. Both attaching and detaching the camera is easy.

Attach to trawl
Record black-white footage!

REC

The DeepWater Camera allows the user to analyse the subsea trawl action. Problems can be spotted, and with
recorded proof, corrected. The trawl might have some damage invisible to the eye whilst on deck: the DeepWater
Camera records the action in the trawl, the behaviour of the catch, and reveals potential damage to the trawl and other
subsea factors affecting the catch.

PLAY

The DeepWater Camera includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light sensitive camera with integrated LED light
Remote control
Battery charger
Exporting files ethernet cable
Activation plug
Storage and transport case
Laptop configured and installed ready to plug and play
Flash drive containing manual and video player

Product warranty and specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Warranty: 1 year
Dimensions: L: 45 cm W: 40 cm H: 16 cm
Black-white recording
Weight in salt water: 5.3 kg
Weight in air: 13.5 kg
0.003 light sensitivity camera
Video file format: FLV
Low-weight, compact and flow-dynamic design
Projection angle: 90° adjustable
Lithium battery
Rugged, protective housing
Depth rating: 2,000 m

Quality and attributes
The DeepWater Camera has a recording capacity of 48 hours before the hard drive is automatically overwritten. It can
record 16 to 48 hours consecutively before the battery needs a recharge. The recharge time is five hours at the most.
The battery has a life expectancy of 500 recharges.
The DeepWater Camera

The LED light in the camera unit is green, as the green light has proven its superior efficiency subsea, providing the
strongest light for energy consumed. The recordings are black-white, as these types of recordings require less light
(one third of the light required for a colour recording) and are sufficient for the purpose.
Up to 48 hours recording, 16-48 hours consecutively
Recharge time max 5 hours
Battery lasts 16-48 hours
Depth rating: 2,000 m
Mail and phone support
User-friendly

Screenshot of recording

User-friendly software
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Screenshot of recording
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Delivered in custom made storage and transport case

Colour Camera

—for research

The Colour Camera is a quite specific product satisfying the needs of those who conduct research, or in other ways
require a more detailed recording of the actions and species in the trawl and its surroundings. The unit is primarily used
to record activities not concerning the trawl directly, but rather the species frequenting the trawl, the seabed, and the
general subsea environment and activities. The Colour Camera can record 16 to 48 hours of footage consecutively and
is easy to both attach and detach.

Attach to trawl
Record colour footage!

REC

PLAY

The Colour Camera includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colour camera with integrated LED light
Remote control
Battery charger
Exporting files ethernet cable
Activation plug
Storage and transport case
Laptop configured and installed ready to plug and play
Flash drive containing manual and video player

Product warranty and specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Warranty: 1 year
Dimensions: L: 45 cm W: 40 cm H: 16 cm
Colour recording
Weight in salt water: 5.3 kg
Weight in air: 13.5 kg
0.1 light sensitivity camera
Video file format: FLV
Low-weight, compact and flow-dynamic design
Projection angle: 90° adjustable
Lithium battery
Rugged, protective housing
Depth rating: 2,000 m

Quality and attributes
The Colour Camera has a recording capacity of 48 hours before the hard drive is automatically overwritten. It can
record 16 to 48 hours consecutively before the battery needs a recharge. The recharge time is five hours at the most.
The battery has a life expectancy of 500 recharges.
The Colour Camera

The recordings are in colour.

Up to 48 hours recording, 16-48 hours consecutively
Recharge time max 5 hours
Battery lasts 16-48 hours
Depth rating: 2,000 m
Mail and phone support
User-friendly
Plug and play ready laptop

Easy adjustment of camera angle
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Screenshot of recording
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Delivered in custom made storage and transport case

LED Light Unit

—for additional light

The LED Light Unit is a long-lasting, high quality, subsea light unit usually used together with one of our TrawlCameras.
When used together with a camera, the built-in light in the camera is switched off, and the unit is placed a few metres
from it, pointing in the same direction as the camera’s angle. The LED Light Unit provides three times stronger light than
the integrated camera light, and certain reflections on the camera lens can be eliminated. This enables other types of
recordings compared to solely using a camera unit. The LED Light Unit is easy to attach and detach.

Attach to trawl
Receive additional light!

The LED Light Unit includes
•
•
•
•
•
•

3xLED Light Unit
Remote control
Battery charger
Activation plug
Storage and transport case
Flash drive containing manual and tutorials

Product warranty and specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Warranty: 1 year
Dimensions: L: 45 cm W: 40 cm H: 16 cm
Weight in salt water: 5.3 kg
Weight in air: 13.5 kg
3 high-efficiency LED lights
Projection angle: 90° adjustable
Lithium battery
Rugged, protective housing
Depth rating: 2,000 m

Quality and attributes
The LED Light Unit has a battery that lasts 3 to 24 hours and a life expectancy of 500 recharges. The battery recharge
time is five hours at the most.
The LED Light Unit

The lights can be provided in any given colour: green (default), white, infrared etc.

Battery life expectancy of 500 recharges
Recharge time max 5 hours
Battery lasts 3-24 hours
Depth rating: 2,000 m
Mail and phone support
User-friendly
Custom made storage and
transport case

Area illuminated by LED Light Unit
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Remote control
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Delivered in custom made storage and transport case

Testimonials

References

Take a closer look at what a few of our customers have to say about us and our products:

Below is a selection of our customers, sorted by country of origin and name:

Frank Vargas, American Seafoods Company

Country

“As the government is demanding good evidence on our fishing gear in action, we have been using the TrawlCamera

Australia
Australian Fisheries Autority
Brazil		
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande
Canada		
Marine Institute
		Ocean Prawns
		Merinov
		Ocean Tiger
		
Fisheries and Oceans
		Nataaqnaq Fisheries
Denmark
Nordsøtrawl
Faroe Islands Norðborg
		
Tróndur í Gøtu
		Havstovan
		Arctic Viking
		Finnur Fríði
		Enniberg
		Vónin
France		
Scapeche
Greenland
Sisimiut
		Markus
		Akamalik
		Inuksuk
		Polar Qaasiut
		Nataarnaq
		Qaqaatsiaq
		Polar Nanoq
		Polar Princess
		Polar Nataarnaq
Ireland		
Brendelen
		Father McKee
Italy		
Institute for Environmental Protection
		and Research

as a tool to help us reach our goal in the reduction of prohibited species in the Bering Sea, reducing bycatch, reducing
discards and optimising sustainable fishing.”
						

Bjarni Petersen, Arctic Viking					
“One of the main interests for our company is to have the ship catching as much as possible and to optimise the catch
in several aspects. TrawlCamera is today a natural part for us to use in reaching these goals.”

Ulrik Jes Hansen, CATch-Fish
“JT electric are doing the right thing. They make a camera that provides incredibly important information for trawlers—
and they do it on fishermen’s terms. By that I mean that it is very robust, very easy to use and delivers sharp images.”

More references

Óli Horn, Research & Development, Vónin
“ ...TrawlCamera has become a natural part of the mobile gear
I bring with me, I bring it with me onboard vessels to make
tests.”
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Customer
Japan		
Nippon Kaiyo
Netherlands
Helen Mary
		PP Group
		
Willem van der Zwan
Norway		
UIT
		Aker Seafood
		Remøy Havfiske
		Fiskeridirektoratet
Russia		
Valeriy Dzhaparidze
		Vniro
		Vasiliy Lozovskiy
		Oleg Naydenov
		Capitan Bogomolov
		Zakhar Sorokin
		Alexander Mirinenko
		Korund
Shetland
Adenia
		Antares
South Korea
BMI
Spain		
Instituto Español de Oceanografía
Sweden
SLU
USA		
Raven
		Northern Eagle
		Bay Islander
		Vanguard
		
Pacific States Marine Fisheries
		Commission
		
Virginia Institute of Marine
		Science
		Point Judith
		Northern Jaeger

The Company behind the products
About the products

About JT electric—the award-winning innovators

The TrawlCamera product group has been developed for over a decade, in close cooperation with the end user.

In 2017, JT electric, the company behind the TrawlCamera product group, celebrated 45 years in business. We are

We have continually received feedback from our customers, enabling us to improve our products to better suit the

ambitious, experienced and competent. We have customers in nearly 20 different countries and develop and produce

customers’ needs and to become the high-end products they are today. We take great pride in building these up-scale,

our products in a manner which allows us to live by our motto “... in safe hands”. When we deliver a product, we know

environmentally friendly, underwater products. Their purpose is to reduce bycatch, increase commercial fishing results,

the customer feels confident with it—even safe.

and to turn conventional trawling into science. An ambitious, yet accurate purpose. Each product fulfils different needs,
We truly believe that we make the greatest trawl cameras in the world after over a decade of researching, testing and

simplified you could say that:

re-testing our products. We have chosen to position ourselves as a producer of high-end products and aim to become
the preferred supplier of quality trawl cameras.

the LIVE Camera is for real-time decision making
the Deepwater Camera is for troubleshooting
the ColourCamera is for research and suchlike

We have won several awards for innovation for our TrawlCamera product group, most notably for our LIVE Camera

the LED light and the LED Light Unit light the way for the three cameras

in Iceland in 2015 (6th Icelandic Fisheries Awards). In March 2017, we received an innovations award for our feeding
system, both software and mechanical, for the fish farming industry.

Another focus of ours in the development and production process has been to create products that despite their
robustness and complexity, are neat, easy- and ready-to-use. The products are designed to withstand the harshest
weather conditions on the planet, and we dare say that if our products are strong enough for the waters in the Faroe
Islands, they are strong enough for the rest of the world’s waters.

About the Faroe Islands
The Faroe Islands is a small island group situated between
the Norwegian Sea and the northern parts of the Atlantic
Ocean. The weather is harsh, especially during the
winters, yet it has never hindered the Faroese population
from becoming experts in various maritime sectors such
as trawling, fish farming and other fisheries. The island’s
excellence in these sectors has also created a whole other
sector for us and others like us—inventors and producers
of products used by fishermen, fish breeders and shipping
companies. The natural climate on the islands provides us
with the perfect testing venue for our products, and offers
the end user products that withstand all kinds of weather.
We believe that this plays a great role in our success, as we
believe that one truly needs to experience the harshness of
mother nature in order to design products to withstand it.
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JT electric
Kambsdalur FO-530 Fuglafjørður
Faroe Islands
+298 20 44 44

info@trawlcamera.com

trawlcamera.com

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS, MADE IN THE FAROE ISLANDS
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